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Abstract—In this paper, we study the applicability of terrestrial mobile waveforms in the return link of a high throughput satellite (HTS) communication system. These include orthogonal frequency division multiple access (OFDMA), single-carrier frequency division multiple access (SC-FDMA) and filter bank multi-carrier (FBMC). Key solutions to the challenges in a geostationary orbit (GEO) satellite channel, such as synchronization and non-linear distortion, are presented. A global-positioning-system-(GPS)-based approach for synchronization acquisition is proposed, while suitable algorithms are studied for timing/frequency offset estimation and synchronization tracking. The spectral and power efficiencies of the schemes are optimized by means of an intermodulation interference (IMI) cancelling receiver, and these are compared to state-of-the-art time division multiple access (TDMA). Finally, end-to-end simulations validate the system performance.

Index Terms—Satellite communications, spectral and power efficiencies, synchronization, OFDMA, SC-FDMA, FBMC.

I. INTRODUCTION

In order to serve the increasing demand for satellite broadband [1], next generation HTS systems need to offer higher system throughput and user data rates, flexibility to adapt to traffic demand across the coverage area, and at the same time decrease the cost per transmitted bit. Waveforms such as OFDMA and SC-FDMA are at the heart of terrestrial mobile long-term evolution (LTE) networks due to their high spectral efficiency and flexible traffic allocation. In addition, FBMC is one of the candidates for 5-th generation (5G) networks [2].

In this paper, we present key solutions addressing the synchronization and non-linear distortion challenges for the application of these waveforms in the return link of GEO HTS systems. A synchronization acquisition approach based on GPS information is proposed. Several algorithms for timing and frequency offset estimation and synchronization tracking have been compared against the Cramer-Rao bound (CRB) and in terms of complexity in [3,4]. In this paper, the most promising algorithms are implemented in a practical satellite communication chain, including a realistic Ka band solid state power amplifier (SSPA) model at the user terminal, carrier frequency offset (CFO) and timing error (TE). Significant improvements of the detector performance are presented even at a low signal-to-noise ratio (SNR). In addition, an IMI cancelling receiver has been paired with static data pre-distortion at the transmitter [4] and employed not only for OFDMA, but also for SC-FDMA and TDMA. The power efficiency is maximized by means of output back-off (OBO) optimization and total degradation (TD) minimization. The overall spectral efficiency is also compared. Improvements are reported when employing guard subcarriers to protect from CFO for FBMC. Finally, end-to-end simulations are performed to validate the performance of the system.

The rest of the paper is organized as follows. Section II presents the system model. Section III elaborates on the synchronization solutions, while Section IV presents the comparison and improvements of the spectral and power efficiencies. Finally, Section V concludes the paper.

II. SYSTEM MODEL

In a digital transmission scheme [4], $N$ information symbols $s$ are used to modulate a signal $x$, which is pulse shaped by means of a square root raised cosine filter (SRRCF) and passed through a digital-to-analog converter (DAC). The signal is up-converted for radio frequency (RF) transmission, e.g. in Ka band. Satellite channel impairments include linear and non-linear distortions plus additive white Gaussian noise (AWGN). The received signal is down-converted and passed through an analog-to-digital converter (ADC) and a matched filter. After time, frequency and phase synchronization, the received signal, $y$, is demodulated and decoded to obtain the received bits.

A. OFDMA

In OFDMA, the signal bandwidth is split in $N$ orthogonal subcarriers, resulting in a high spectral efficiency [5]. The inverse fast Fourier transform (IFFT) and the FFT are employed as multiplexing and demultiplexing techniques at the transmitter and the receiver, respectively. Due to the commonly applied cyclic prefix (CP), inter-symbol interference (ISI) and
multiple access interference (MAI) are mitigated, reducing the equalization effort to a single-tap equalizer.

B. SC-FDMA

In SC-FDMA, the frequency domain subcarriers \( S \) are pre-coded by means of a \( N \)-point DFT. After subcarrier mapping, a \( M \)-point IFFT \((M > N)\) is used for multiplexing, and a CP is inserted. The multiple access is realized by localized FDMA (LFDMA) or interleaved FDMA (IFDMA). Since the bandlimited IFDMA and LFDMA signals exhibit similar peak-to-average-power ratio (PAPR) [6], we focus on LFDMA.

C. FBMC

FBMC uses a filter bank for the IFFT and a windowing function to reduce the sidelobes of the individual subcarriers. A subcarrier only has an influence on its direct neighbors [5]. In the first type of FBMC, e.g. filtered multitone (FMT), the \( N \) subcarriers do not overlap. They are separated by a guard band and have a spectral efficiency comparable to TDMA. Here, complex-valued modulation, e.g. quadrature amplitude modulation (QAM), can be used. In the second type of FBMC, the subcarriers overlap, and only modulations with real-valued symbols can be used, e.g. offset QAM called staggered multitone (SMT). The resulting spectral efficiency is similar to OFDMA [5]. The in-phase and quadrature components have a time offset of half the symbol interval. An efficient implementation of the prototype filter is achieved by means of a poly phase network (PPN) [5].

III. SYNCHRONIZATION

Synchronization in FFT-based waveforms is a topic investigated severally in literature [7], and some approaches have been implemented for the LTE air interface [8]. In the return link, a number of adjacent subcarriers are assigned to a user. The waveforms depend strongly on frame timing and carrier frequency synchronization of all users in order to mitigate ISI, inter-carrier interference (ICI) and MAI.

A. Acquisition

Synchronization acquisition focuses mainly on frame timing at log-on to correct for differential propagation delays in the presence of residual frequency offsets and amplifier nonlinearity. Timing alignment of the uplink transmissions is achieved by applying a timing advance at each user terminal [8] to accommodate the differential propagation delays within the length of the CP. The physical random access channel (PRACH) in LTE is dimensioned with a guard time (GT) to accommodate the round trip time (RTT). The PRACH preamble is an SC-FDMA symbol derived from Zadoff-Chu (ZC) sequences due to their constant amplitude zero autocorrelation (CAZAC) properties [9, 10].

The requirements of synchronization acquisition of the FFT-based waveforms over a GEO satellite link are similar to those of LTE in terms of accuracy. However, the challenges are greater, mainly due to the larger propagation delays in the satellite channel with RTT of 500 ms as compared to an order of \( \mu s \) in the terrestrial link. Furthermore, the maximum differential propagation delay within a GEO spot beam is of the order of ms. Given a typical OFDM symbol duration of the order of \( \mu s \), a guard time greater than the satellite RTT or even the maximum differential propagation delay is not affordable within an integrated PRACH. In similar fashion, the CP cannot be dimensioned for using cyclic shifts of a ZC sequence.

In order to solve these problems, we propose the use of GPS-based timing pre-compensation as shown in Fig. 1. A GPS device at each return channel via satellite terminal (RCST) can track its location. This can be combined with existing satellite and network control center (NCC) data to calculate the two-way propagation delay and pre-compensate it before transmitting the random access (RA) preamble. In this way, the timing misalignment between RCSTs can be reduced from ms to ns as shown in TABLE I. Given the relevant carrier bandwidths and FFT sizes [4], TABLE II shows that very low CP overhead for the symbol duration is required.

B. Tracking and estimation

After synchronization is acquired, estimation of residual timing and carrier frequency offsets is used for fine synchronization and tracking. The Mengali and Morelli (M&M) algorithm [11] is chosen for tracking timing offset since it: 1) does not show a definite threshold effect in terms of SNR; 2) requires low complexity due to the adoption of two implementation strategies, one for small number of points and the other for larger sets; 3) has an estimation range independent from the number of points in the observed sequence. The Moose algorithm [12] is selected for tracking frequency offsets due to its closeness to the CRB. The remaining static phase offset
A. Power efficiency optimization

Communication over the satellite channel suffers from non-linear distortion due to the imperfect amplitude and phase transfer characteristics of HPAs. In this study, the SNR requirement and spectral efficiency are compared for SC-FDMA, OFDMA and state-of-the-art TDMA in the return link. The measured characteristics of a physical Ka-band SSPA in the user terminal are presented in Fig. 3. In the DVB-RCS2 [13], QPSK, 8-PSK and 16-QAM are employed. Roll-off factors of 5% and 20% are applied with TDMA. In OFDMA and SC-FDMA, 2048 digital subcarriers per physical carrier are allocated to 32 users with 64 subcarriers per user. In addition, a 5% guard band is included between the physical carriers [8]. In state-of-the-art systems, signal detection is performed in the presence of the interfering component and the AWGN. However, the receiver can extract the useful signal information in the interfering component by means of IMI cancellation. It has been proposed in [14] for systems with OFDMA. However, if static data pre-distortion [4] is applied at the transmitter, the constellation warping at the receiver in systems like SC-FDMA and TDMA is undone, i.e. the received centroids coincide with the original constellation. As a result, the IMI cancelling receiver can be applied also with SC-FDMA and TDMA. Here, a set of received symbols, e.g. a received frame, is buffered. In the first iteration of IMI cancellation, the symbols are demodulated. Based on the knowledge of the HPA transfer function, operating point (applicable with fixed mode or uplink power control) and the processing steps along the chain, an estimate of the interfering component can be obtained, which is subtracted from the buffered symbols to obtain an estimate of the interfering component. It is then subtracted from the buffered symbols to obtain a new set of received symbols, as an output of the first iteration of IMI cancellation. In the second iteration, the newly obtained received symbols are demodulated and used to better estimate the interfering component which is again subtracted from the originally buffered received symbols. The output of this process comprises of the newly obtained received symbols after a number of iterations. It is shown below that even two iterations can yield a significant gain. Finally, the buffer is released, and a new set of received symbols is processed.

In order to quantify the power efficiency penalty induced by the amplifier nonlinearity, the TD metric is defined as follows:

$$\text{TD}[\text{dB}] = \text{OBO} + \text{SNR}_{\text{non-linear channel}} - \text{SNR}_{\text{linear channel}}.$$  \hspace{1cm} (1)

The results are presented in Fig. 4. The chosen reference SNR targets in the linear channel are 3.7 dB, 8.9 dB and 10.5 dB, respectively. These correspond to a bit-error ratio (BER) target.
of $10^{-3}$ to allow for forward error correction coding (FEC). Two iterations of IMI cancellation shift the minimum TD values to lower OBO values. For example, the optimum OBO for 16-QAM is reduced from 3.6 dB to 2.95 dB in TDMA with 20% roll-off, from 4.35 dB to 3 dB in TDMA with 5% roll-off, from 5.17 dB to 3.63 dB in SC-FDMA and from 6.25 dB to 3.39 dB in OFDMA. The gains in power efficiency for the three modulation orders can be summarized as follows: 0.1 – 0.7 dB for TDMA with 20% roll-off, 0.2 – 1.8 dB for TDMA with 5% roll-off, 0.3 – 1.1 dB for SC-FDMA and 1.1 – 2.5 dB for OFDMA. Adding the minimum TD values to the SNR targets and considering the roll-off factors and the guard bands, the spectral efficiency is also shown in Fig. 4 as a function of the SNR requirement. SC-FDMA demonstrates an overall improvement of the power efficiency of more than 2 dB as compared to state-of-the-art TDMA with 20% roll-off.

**B. Spectral efficiency improvement**

In the return link, the received signal is the sum of all user contributions, each one with its own synchronisation offsets and non-linear distortion. These impairments can be mitigated with the insertion of guard band (GB) between users. We consider a scenario with three users, and we assume that the receiver is perfectly synchronized with the central user, whereas the others suffer CFO. Fig. 5 shows the BER of the outmost subcarriers of the central user, where most of the interference is present, with IBO = 3 dB and different CFO. If a single subcarrier between users is switched off as GB in FBMC, it outperforms OFDMA, even if the latter uses a higher number of GB subcarriers.

To better understand the spectral efficiency improvement of FBMC, we assume a multi-carrier system with 2048 subcarriers, where a single resource block (RB) of 12 subcarriers is assigned to a user. In OFDMA, 5% of GB between physical carriers is included in FBMC, 2% of GB is considered to take into account non-linear distortions. TABLE IV shows the

![Fig. 4: Spectral and power spectral efficiencies of TDMA, OFDMA and SC-FDMA in return link.](image)

![Fig. 5: BER of multi-user FBMC and OFDMA with QPSK for different guard band and CFO of adjacent users.](image)
higher order modulations to distortions in the channel. Using between a reference scenario only with SSPA and AWGN and the modulation order, the PER results show an increasing gap between TD values without IMI cancellation from Fig. 4. Increasing the by setting the OBO of the SSPA according to the minimum

The packet-error rate (PER) is presented in Fig. 6 for CFO = 2

over the total number of subcarriers. With 1 RB assigned to each user, the best efficiency is achieved by OFDMA without any GB between users. However, as soon as the number of GB subcarriers is increased to reduce the effect of synchronization errors, SMT turns out to be more efficient than OFDMA. SMT efficiency increases, when a larger number of RBs is allocated to each user as reported in the table for 10 RBs. FMT has lower efficiency due to the non-overlapping filters, which allow avoiding GB between users but reduce the bandwidth utilization. Nevertheless FMT is even more robust than SMT to CFO and phase noise, and it can further relax the receiver complexity in asynchronous scenarios.

C. End-to-end performance consolidation

The system performance has been validated in an end-to-end return link SC-FDMA simulator with DVB-RCS2 FEC. The packet-error rate (PER) is presented in Fig. 6 for CFO = 0.1 and TE = 5. The performance curves have been obtained by setting the OBO of the SSPA according to the minimum TD values without IMI cancellation from Fig. 4. Increasing the modulation order, the PER results show an increasing gap between a reference scenario only with SSPA and AWGN and the scenario, where TE and CFO are compensated with the M&M and Moose algorithms. This is due to the higher sensitivity of higher order modulations to distortions in the channel. Using

<table>
<thead>
<tr>
<th></th>
<th></th>
<th></th>
<th></th>
<th></th>
<th></th>
</tr>
</thead>
<tbody>
<tr>
<td>OFDMA</td>
<td>5%</td>
<td>0 SC</td>
<td>1RB</td>
<td>95%</td>
<td>16</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>OFDMA</td>
<td>5%</td>
<td>1 SC</td>
<td>149</td>
<td>81%</td>
<td>16</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>OFDMA</td>
<td>5%</td>
<td>2 SC</td>
<td>139</td>
<td>81%</td>
<td>15</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>SMT</td>
<td>2%</td>
<td>1 SC</td>
<td>154</td>
<td>91%</td>
<td>16</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>FMT</td>
<td>2%</td>
<td>0 SC</td>
<td>167</td>
<td>78%</td>
<td>16</td>
</tr>
</tbody>
</table>

Fig. 6: End-to-end PER results.

This behaviour can be explained by the fact that for low SNR the system is noise-limited, while at higher SNR, where 16-QAM operates, the system is limited by the residual offsets, which is not able to completely compensate. Nonetheless, the M&M and the Moose algorithms are essential to enable quasi error-free performance of the higher order modulations albeit at an increased SNR requirement.

V. CONCLUSION

In this paper, the terrestrial mobile waveforms OFDMA, SC-FDMA and FBMC have been evaluated for application over the return link GEO satellite channel. GPS-based delay pre-compensation has been shown to enable synchronization acquisition with negligible CP overhead. Timing and frequency offsets are best estimated and tracked by means of the M&M algorithm and the Moose algorithm, respectively, showing significant MSE improvement even at low SNR. The power efficiency has been maximized by means of an IMI cancelling receiver. SC-FDMA demonstrated an overall power efficiency gain of more than 2 dB as compared to state-of-the-art TDMA. The proposed mechanisms to cope with the impairments of the satellite channel in terms of nonlinearity and synchronization challenges promote SC-FDMA as a promising alternative to TDMA. Due to its ability to cope with asynchronous access and flexible spectrum allocation, FBMC is also an appealing alternative for the satellite return link.
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